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My name is Eve Redding. They call me the godkiller.I was dying. Slowly being destroyed by the

power I had worked so hard to obtain. My team and I were trapped within NIXÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s web of lies

and manipulation, and even my allies couldnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t be trusted.Deep below, the alien called out

to me like a beacon, and I decided to forge an alliance. As they say, the enemy of my enemy is my

friend.Gods of Rust and Ruin is the second book in the Seeds of Chaos dystopian science fiction

series. Fans of The Hunger Games, Red Rising, and Ready Player One will likely enjoy this series.
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I rate this book at four and a half stars and not quite as good as the first IMO. It has been a long

wait, around a year, from when the author said she was setting up the preorder to when the book

was finally released. I presume the book was either not finished back then or she decided to do a

complete rewrite. That aside it was fun to delve back into Eve Redding's world, though at times it is

a far from comfortable place to be.The view is far broader in the second book and if anything the

stakes are higher. I did miss the constant power ups Eve and the others got in book one. However,



in book two while there are fewer, they may well prove more profound.Worth both the time to read

and the money it cost and I am now waiting for book three.Author you have real talent so make

some coffee, put out the cat, and get writing so you can regain the momentum you have lost as a

result of the delays in the release of book two.

The author is not done throwing is into rapids of betrayal, fights, and events pushed by ancient

prophecies! The second book is even better than the first. Worth the read.

I really liked this book can't wait to see where the next book takes the story I will definitely read the

next book

I really liked the new book.I'm glad we get back to Eve's world. It was great to see the progression

in the story. We really start separating from the normal world in this book. I was glad to see that teh

story stayed character driven and that Eve's story was still the main plot thread tying everything

together. The author does really well for writing a believable teenage girl character that manages to

skip past so many of the mary sueisms that can crop up in the genre.I like the SimpleRPG format for

the story while I am a prolific reader of LitRPG genre sometimes the shear amount of words in a

story wasted on alerts/stat messaging gets on my nerve. I think the universe and how the seeds

integrate are done really really well and hope that we continue to explore them more in later books.I

will be posting more later to not give away too many spoilers but trust me you need to read the

series it is one of the best stories blending the sci-fi and real world out there.galladnrops. I was lucky

enough to receive a free copy of the book from the author through her mailing list for review

purposes.

Loved the book and the new perspective it brought with it. In stead of having a game like feel with it,

we actually really start learning the background of the world. It was an extremely enjoyable read

with a lot of a action while still developing all of the side characters. The only problem I had was the

massive wait for this book but overall I loved this book and will be waiting for the next one.

This story about a girl just trying to survive being a Player who go through trails test to Skills and

godlike powers is unique but very familiar. The earth's military force recruit anyone who has some

alien bloodlines, while the ancient aliens are looking for their savior.



I'm enjoying this series a lot, I can't wait for the next one. I like the direction the second book is

taking things.

Eve and her crew have their hands full. In order to save themselves the must first save another but

that is only the beginning...
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